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social life among the professors, and also put them near
the centre of the town's life. From their quiet rooms, as
G. G. Ramsay said, the roar and the flare of the Saturday
nights could be heard, "with the cries of carouse or incipient
murder." In "the exhausted lassitude of Sunday mornings,"
"poor slipshod creatures might be seen, as soon as the
street was clear of churchgoers, sneaking over to the
chemist's for a dose of laudanum to ease off the debauch of
yesterday/' The professorial families had conversations
with old women, not twenty feet from their breakfast
tables, "who divided the day between smoking short cutty
pipes and drinking poisonous black tea/* David Wilson
writes that in 1884 Thomson was excited by the prospect
of the supersession of the steam engine by the electric
motor. His pleasure "seemed to be due to a natural horror
of the hideousness of our city. My native Glasgow, in the
seventies and eighties, was like Manchester, Birmingham,
London and many another such place. . . . Each city has its
own peculiar abominations. Each seems the worst till you
see the next. As for Glasgow, with its dark smoking
canopy and dirty rain, its slums and stinking river, it was
uglier than any battlefield/'
The Glasgow of 1832 could not have yet achieved the
smoky horrors of fifty years later. But it was insanitary
enough to experience in that year its first epidemic of
cholera,
Professor Thomson began to teach his sons Latin and
arranged for them informally to attend the University
lectures of himself and his colleagues. James and William
made models of the Leyden jars and Voltaic batteries they
had seen in demonstration lectures. They matriculated
at the ages of twelve and ten respectively. Their fellow-
students were mainly raw lads from Scottish highland
farms, studying theology with the intention of qualifying
for the Ministry. Their ages varied from about fourteen to
twenty-four years. William won his first prize before he
was eleven. Just before he was twelve he received a prize
for translating Lucian's Dialogues of the Gods. Before he
was fifteen he won a prize for natural philosophy, and before

